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This article presents progress in the computer-aided synthesis of energy-efficient complex column networks
based on the automatic temperature collocation algorithm. Three prefractionating complex networks are
employed to split several quaternary mixtures into four almost-pure end products. Network solutions for two
different mixtures with different difficulties of separation as well as various feed compositions are presented.
Twelve network designs, all satisfying stringent product quality requirements, but with different energy demands
and capital costs, are laid out in detail. The design computations with the temperature collocation methodology
are demonstrated to agree closely with rigorous mass, equilibrium, summation, and heat computations verified
with the industrial-standard flow sheet simulator AspenPlus. In fact, detailed design specifications were so
accurate that their use to initialize AspenPlus flow sheet simulations leads to convergence in a few iterations
to essentially the same end products. The success of the method demonstrates that rigorous solutions to
separation problems can be obtained in a fraction of valuable engineering design time by computer methods.
The automatic and rigorous flow sheet synthesis is apt to systematically address process design problems
such as the synthesis of energy-efficient separation networks, the layout of biorefineries with novel feedstocks,
or a sustainable process for reduction of greenhouse gases emissions.

1. Introduction

Recently there has been a renewed interest from academic
and industrial researchers in the systematic synthesis of separa-
tion processes to meet modern energy efficiency and environ-
mental sustainability requirements.1 The prevalence of distil-
lation as the most eminent unit operation in the chemical
industry makes it an ideal target for industry-wide energy and
emission reduction efforts.2 We have discovered new algorith-
mic approaches to computer-aided synthesis of separation
networks to achieve desired purity targets with optimal perfor-
mance. An earlier collocation method reduces the number of
dimensions drastically by converting the tray number into a
continuous variable.6,7 The mathematical foundation of the novel
temperature collocation approach was derived in an earlier
paper.3 A fully automatic synthesis procedure for the generation
of simple column networks was presented elsewhere.4 The first
part of this series5 demonstrated an extension of temperature
collocation for the design of complex distillation networks.
Despite search space reduction, the temperature collocation
solutions will be shown to be equivalent to column profiles
obtained with rigorous mass, equilibrium, summation, and heat
(MESH) equations. Complex columns are distillation units with
more than one feed stream or multiple product streams in
addition to a single bottoms and a single distillate leaving
conventional columns. Complex separation networks are sig-
nificant, because there appears to be consensus that they offer
the potential of meeting high purity specifications with much
less energy than conventional configurations.5,8–16 The synthesis
of a complex separation network is an interesting challenge,
because several units such as prefractionators do not produce
final product cuts, but merely split the mixture into such
intermediate streams that the final purity targets can be met in
a subsequent multifeed complex column. In effect, the design
of these special columns like prefractionators is not covered by
traditional design strategies such as the need for sharp splits.

These special integrated configurations need to be optimized
in their complete ensemblesthe entire separation networksas
opposed to the traditional piecemeal unit-by-unit optimization.
Especially for separating nonideal mixtures, there are currently
no rigorous computer algorithms to guide design engineers
toward optimal network solutions.

Part 1 of the series5 demonstrated that the temperature
collocation methodology succeeds in synthesizing entire separa-
tion flow sheets with complex or traditional configurations, or
the combination of simple or complex assemblies. Network
solutions were generated for the separation for mixtures, whose
phase equilibrium may be described by a nonideal vapor-liquid
equilibrium models including azeotropes, ideal solution behav-
ior, or constant relative volatility models. We generated a
feasible separation flow sheet for multicomponent mixtures with
numerous species. A 10-compound separation task was solved
without resorting to any limiting assumption such as lumping
of species, arbitrary selection of key or nonkey compounds,
admission of shortcut equations, or simplified phase equilibrium
models.

The second part of this paper series will illustrate potential
benefits in terms of energy and capital cost that can be achieved
by rigorous separation synthesis. We will arrive at the important
conclusion that the synthesis of optimal networkssespecially
heat-integrated complex networkssunfortunately cannot be
performed with shortcut methods, performed with rule-of-thumb
or combinatorial separation heuristics, or addressed by intuition.
For a complex separation network solution to be optimal, the
separation problem needs to be solved rigorously for the specific
feed compositions and the appropriate phase equilibrium model.

This paper extends the temperature collocation methodology5,28

with minimum bubble point distance feasibility criterion3 for
the automatic and rigorous design of entire flow sheets.
Numerous approximate techniques, such as the rectification body
method17 and the Underwood method,18,19 have been proposed
to facilitate the design of distillation systems. There are also
other separation synthesis techniques such as the zero volume
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method,20 eigenvalue methods,21 and minimum vapor dia-
grams.22 However, previous works mainly address merely
simple column configurations. Topological methods often do
not apply to general nonideal vapor-liquid phase equilibrium
models. We will show how to separate multicomponent mixtures
with prefractionating and complex column configurations for
different feed specifications and mixtures with various degrees
of separability due to the vapor pressure differences of the
chemical compounds to be separated. The paper is organized
as follows: The Methodology section describes a practical
implementation of our inverse method to synthesize entire
separation networks. The Results and Applications section
presents specific separation network solutions to split two
distinct quaternary mixtures into almost pure products. In
addition, the impact of two different feed compositions on the
structure and operating conditions of heat-integrated complex
column networks will be discussed. All network solutions will
be analyzed in terms of their energy consumption. We will also
show in detail how the differences in the ease of separations
determines the structure and operating parameters of the
resulting network solutions. To demonstrate that the proposed
design solutions are realistic and industrially realizable, every
network configuration for all case studies is validated with
rigorous AspenPlus23 simulations. Finally, the paper closes with
Discussion and Conclusions.

2. Methodology

For the comprehensive derivation of the mathematical
foundations of temperature collocation, bubble point distance,
and the global feasibility criterion used to design complex
column networks, we refer the interested reader to the first part5

and earlier papers.3,4,24,25 The practical implementation of these
concepts for the applications in this paper is summarized in the
next subsections. We will show a three-step procedure: (i) a
method to enforce the purity targets for all desired product cuts,
(ii) how to compute rigorous composition profiles traversing
each equilibrium stage, and (iii) the mathematical relations to
identify column specification that solve the separation task with
columns that can be built in the real world. This last task will
require a rigorous column and network feasibility criterion.

2.1. Step 1. How To Set Up Separation Networks for
Desired Product Purities. Before tackling the detailed column
design, it is necessary to find the total product flow rates, Pm,
as a function of given purity targets. We propose to specify
desired fractional recoveries, fj,Pm

, or molar product compositions,
xj,Pm

. Equation 1 is an input-output species balance relating total
molar product flow rates to desired fractional recoveries as well
as total molar flow rates of each species j entering a column nj.
In multifeed complex columns, nj is the sum of molar fluxes of
component j in all feed streams, nj ) ∑k)1

K Fkzj,k, where Fk is
the total feed flow rate of feed stream k, and zj,k is its component
j molar composition. The product flow rates, Pi, i ) 1, ..., m,
can be calculated as functions of product purities in terms of
molar composition as in eq 2.

Knowledge of the product streams in addition to selecting
operating conditions such as specifying the column’s reboil or
reflux ratios, s or r, allows the determination of the internal
vapor flows, Vi, and liquid flows, Li, in each column section i
of the network. A total mass balance for a section yields the
internal flow rates in each column section, a result needed to
derive the identities 3-6 valid for section S1. Figure 1 also
depicts the labels of all internal and external species balances,
feed stages, and product stages, and the relationships between
the internal flow rates and compositions.

The relationships for the other sections can readily be derived
leading to the generalized procedure for equivalent rectifying
and stripping sections. The equations for the equiValent rectify-
ing sections are given in eqs 7-10.

[P1
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l
PM
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f2,P1 · · · fJ,P1
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l l · · · l
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]
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l
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of complex column equipment consisting of
K feed streams, F1, ..., FK, and M product flows, P1, ..., PM. This unit is
composed of I sections where eq 19 is employed. Odd stage indices
correspond to equivalent rectifying sections and even stage indices apply
to equivalent stripping sections.

xΔj,1 ) xj,P1
(3)

yΔj,1 ) xj,P1
(4)

L1 ) rP1 (5)

V1 ) P1(r + 1) (6)

Li ) Li-1 - P(i+1)/2 (7)
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The relations of internal flow rates and key section parameters
for equiValent stripping sections are given in eqs 11-14.

Finally, for the bottom section, an equilibrium relation is needed
for the reboiler as in eqs 15-17. Here, xΔj and yΔj are the liquid
and vapor compositions of species j leaving the reboiler. Kj is
the equilibrium constant between vapor and liquid streams of
compound j leaving an equilibrium stage.

In each section, the bubble point temperature corresponding to
the product composition is also equal to the first stage
temperature. Equation 18 allows the determination of key
parameters RΔi, XΔj,i, and Δi for each column section i of the
entire network.

2.2. Step 2. How To Compute Column Profiles. Our
temperature collocation method can be understood as an
approximate method to solve the rigorous mass, equilibrium,
summation, and heat (MESH) equations. Instead of directly
formulating component and equilibrium balances on each tray,
we deploy a set of continuous differential equations for the
evolution of the liquid composition profiles. The locus of the
liquid composition profiles is called a column profile, first
proposed by Doherty.26 Recently, Glasser and Hildebrand27

derived generalized column profile equations for any type of
column section, so they apply to column sections in complex
columns, side strippers, and side rectifiers, but also to conven-
tional stripping and rectifying sections. Column sections in a
complex column can be classified as an equivalent stripping
section, if its vapor rate is higher than the liquid flow; or an
equivalent rectifying section in the opposite case. Our group
has further suggested the beneficial transformation from tray
numbers, n, to the bubble point temperature, T. Equation 19 is
the column profile equation with the bubble point temperature
along the column length serving as an independent variable.
Furthermore, the transformation relation between stage numbers
and temperatures is governed by eq 20.

In the generalized profile equations for each section appear
the generalized reflux, RΔi, and the difference point composition
for species j, XΔj,i. The generalized reflux for section i, RΔi, is
the recirculation ratio with a role similar to the reflux in
conventional columns. The difference point compositions, XΔj,i,
represent the concentration difference between the vapor and
liquid stream leaving or entering the section, analogous to the
role of the distillate or bottom composition in conventional
stripping or rectifying sections. Δi is the net flow in the column
section i. Positive Δ constitutes an equivalent rectifying section,
while negative net flow represents an equivalent stripping
section. More details on the physical interpretation of general-
ized reflux, difference points, and their role in separation design
can be found elsewhere.12

In eqs 19 and 20, xj,i and yj,i are the liquid and vapor
compositions in the phase equilibrium relationship leaving an
equilibrium stage related by the equilibrium constant Kj,i. xΔj,i

and yΔj,i are the liquid and vapor compositions of the first stage
used to initialize eq 19, Li and Vi are the internal liquid and
vapor flow rates of each column section i. The profile equations
are solved for each species j in any column section i, xj,i, by
global collocation on orthogonal polynomials on finite elements
with temperature as independent variable. All profiles are
integrated up to the stable pinch point of each section, xpinch j,
Tpinch. Thus eq 19 is solved between the first stage, xΔj, TΔ, and
the stable pinch, xpinch j, Tpinch. During the composition profile
computation with temperature collocation, pinch points play an
important role. In an equivalent rectifying section, the temper-
ature of the stable pinch point delineates the furthest point of
any column profile, marking also the highest bubble point
temperature any column section can reach. We also found that
the bubble point temperatures of the saddle pinches coincide
with regions of the highest curvature in the composition
profiles.5

Even though the exact pinch point location is not a require-
ment, we usually deploy it for advancing higher precision in
the composition profiles by proper element and node placement.
Accordingly, we recommend placing finite element boundaries
more densely around saddle bubble point temperature regions.
As a result, the adaptive node placement using the pinch point
temperatures can improve the accuracy of the collocation
method.5 Strategies to identify pinch points are described in
Appendix A.

2.3. Step 3. Computation of Bubble Point Distance To
Ensure a Feasible Column. After finding the liquid composi-
tion profiles of all column sections, the minimum bubble point
distance criterion is performed to check whether the current

Vi ) Vi-1 (8)

xΔj,i ) xj,P(i+1)/2
(9)

yΔj,i ) yΔj,i-1 (10)

Li ) Li-1 + qi/2Fi/2 (11)

Vi ) Vi-1 - (1 - qi/2)Fi/2 (12)

xΔj,i ) xj,Pi/2+1
(13)

yΔj,i )
1
Vi

(LixΔj,i + Vi-1yΔj,i - Li-1xΔj,i - Fi/2zj,i/2)

(14)

yΔj,I ) Kj(TPM
, xPM

)xj,PM
(15)

xΔj,I )
1
LI

(VIyΔj,I + PMxj,PM
) (16)

s )
VI

PM
(17)

RΔi ) Li/Δi, XΔj,i ) (ViyΔj,i - LixΔj,i)/Δi, Δi ) Vi - Li

(18)

dxj,i

dT
)

-
(1 + 1

RΔi
)(xj,i - yj,i) +

1
RΔi

(XΔj,i - xj,i)

∑
j)1

c

{[(1 + 1
RΔi

)(xj,i - yj,i) +
1

RΔi
(XΔj,i - xj,i)]Kj,i}

∑
j)1

c dKj,i

dT
xj,i

(19)

dn
dT

) -
∑
j)1

c dKj

dT
xj

∑
j)1

c

{[(1 + 1
RΔ

)(xj - yj) +
1

RΔ
(XΔj - xj)]Kj}

with RΔi ) Li/Δi, XΔj,i ) (ViyΔj,i - LixΔj,i)/Δi, Δi ) Vi - Li

(20)
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